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ABOUT THE ORGANISATION

The Foundation for MSME Clusters (FMC) specializes in the promotion of MSMEs

through cluster and value chain-led development. FMC was promoted as a Public

Charitable Trust with technical support from the then UNIDO's Cluster Development

Programme in India, in June 2005. So far, FMC has worked with around 275 MSME

clusters and has associated with 250 Business Membership Organizations (BMOs) across

28 States and 5 Union Territories in India. FMC has given directly and indirectly support

to more than one hundred thousand MSMEs till now. FMC and its experts have also

provided training, handholding support, and policy inputs on cluster development in 20

other countries across the globe.

FMC has its head office in New Delhi and branch/project offices in Arunachal Pradesh,

Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, and Madhya Pradesh, Mizoram,

Meghalaya, Odisha, Punjab, Telangana, Tripura and West Bengal. FMC has qualified

professionals having hands-on experience in MSME development with a special focus on

the cluster approach. It has a strong team of 47 employees and consultants with diverse

specializations including management, finance, economics, agriculture, sustainable

development, engineering, etc. FMC activities are being implemented by five cells: BMO

and Market Promotion; Energy and Environment; Infrastructure and Governance; Policy

and Research and Productivity and Competitiveness.

VISION
To help create an economically progressive, socially connected, environmentally sustainable

world that is spiritually rooted and composed of interconnected yet diverse local socio-

economic systems.

MISSION
We assist institutions to undertake effective and inclusive cluster-based local economic

development in developing and transition economies.
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIRMAN

The national economy and the MSME ecosystem are more resilient and upbeat now than in the
year gone by. Thankfully, COVID now seems to be taking a back seat and enterprises are
beginning to rebuild themselves. The Government bodies, Development institutions, Donors
and CSR initiatives are supporting MSMEs to help generate employment & livelihoods. The
structure of MSMEs in India is heavily biased towards tiny and household enterprises. The
Government of India through different Ministries supports livelihood promotion by helping
them set up common infrastructure, supporting financial linkages, skilling, strengthening
digitisation, and building market linkages; through a range of public schemes of assistance such
as the Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI), Rural livelihood
missions, formation of producer organisations and many more. The Foundation has been
supporting such initiatives from conception to implementation in a professional manner. The
FMC has helped establish community enterprises for handloom products in two districts of
Assam with financial support from the National Hydroelectric Power Corporation, besides
supporting 4 clusters across India with support from the HCL Foundation.

FMC has also been supporting initiatives for building resilience to help local communities,
especially women entrepreneurs for the promotion of a green economy, sustainable growth,
economic prosperity, and poverty reduction along with mitigation of climate change. Our major
initiatives supported by the EU Switch Asia and SAARC Development Fund have helped
promote entrepreneurship using bamboo which is arguably the most sustainable material on
earth. These enterprises have helped develop a new range of products to meet the
requirements of contemporary markets, thus creating new avenues for the artisans with higher
value addition and generating green jobs. By taking up such initiatives, FMC has demonstrated
the efficacy of integrated development models and highlighted the need to strengthen cluster
governance by not only engaging the artisans in groups but also constructively connecting with
the value chain actors like farmers, factory-based MSMEs, designers, traders, banks, and public
institutions. The state livelihood missions in Bihar and Jharkhand have partnered with the FMC
to unlock new business opportunities for handlooms and Sikki (a type of grass) based producers
by designing and implementing development initiatives that are contemporary markets led.

Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) has been a strong proponent of the MSMEs
by partnering with a range of institutions to unleash innovative models that can then be
replicated. FMC has been working with SIDBI for the last several years to design interventions,
implement development projects, generate learnings and replicate them. During the previous
year, SIDBI continued to repose its trust in the FMC to analyse and suggest plans for
undertaking innovative solutions for clusters across India.
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For the relatively more organised factory-based MSMEs, FMC has supported the Department of
Pharmaceuticals (DoP) under the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, Government of India to
draw up a national plan to boost the medical devices sector in line with the Atmanirbhar Bharat.
FMC has been a pioneer in generating practical learnings by an implementation that is distilled to
frame policies and plans that can then be replicated. The FMC has supported MSME start-ups
using digital innovative tools to help them generate and increase their incomes, through a project
funded by the Friedrich Naumann Foundation (FNF). 

The FMC has financially grown by 41% (Without Pass through Grant) and 14% (With Pass
through Grant) with its footprint across more than 100 MSME clusters across 28 States of India.
On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I thank all the Government Bodies, International Donors,
Development Institutions and the Corporates for supporting the FMC vision of creating an
economically progressive, socially connected, environmentally sustainable world. We have
always received very encouraging support from the MSMEs who have believed in our ethos to
work together with us in their endeavours. I also wish to place on record our gratitude to the
untiring staff of the FMC who continue to inspire us with their enthusiasm and dedication to the
cause. I am looking forward to FMC growing further and helping the public and private
institutions to partner and work together to help build a resilient India, especially in the 75th year
of her completion of Independence this year in 2022.

Ajay Shankar
Chairman
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GOVERNANCE

P A G E  5

FMC is steered by an eminent Board of Trustees at the apex level, Chaired by Mr. Ajay Shankar,
Former Secretary at the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DPII), Government of
India. The Board comprises other eminent persons and institutional representatives from all
walks of life. The main role of the Board is to lay down the primary aims and objectives of FMC
and ensure its overall governance in conformity with the Vision and Mission .

Mr. Ajay Shankar
Chairman

Prof. Y K Alagh 
Trustee

Dr. Sunil Shukla
Trustee

Mr. Rakesh Rewari
Trustee

Ms. Meera Shenoy
Trustee

Dr. Veena Joshi
Trustee

Dr. Santosh K Mehrotra
Trustee
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Former Secretary at Department 
of Industrial Policy and Promotion 

(DPII), Government of India

Former Minister of State 
(Independent Charge), 
Government of India

Director at Entrepreneurship
Development Institute of India

(EDII)

Former Deputy Managing
Director at Small Industries
Development Bank of India

(SIDBI)

Founder and Chairperson of
Youth4Jobs

& 
Former Executive Director at
Employment Generation and

Marketing Mission, Government
of Andhra Pradesh

Energy and Development
Professional (Rtd. From Swiss
Agency for Development &

Cooperation)

Former Director-General at
Institute of Applied Manpower

Research, Planning Commission,
Government of India and Former

Professor, Jawahar Lal Nehru
University



MILESTONES

2021-22

1523
No. of  MSMEs
Benefitted 
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100
BMOs Promoted

19
Common Facil ity

Centres (Functional)

79.18
Market Linkages

Created
(In Rupees Mill ion)

570
New Enterprises

Created

12119
Employment 

Generated

10
Served all  Poor States

(as per MDI of  Niti
Aayog)

23
No. of  Aspirational

Districts Served

4842
Tonnes of  Carbon

Reduced

4774
Direct Employment 

Generated

7345
 Indirect Employment 

Generated

5029
Women Employment 

Generated

21
No. of  States

Served

101.97
Financial  Linkages

(Loan Mobilized for
MSMEs) (In Rupees

Mill ion)  

99%
Income

Enhancement of
the Artisans



72.4

The year 2021-22 has seen a turnover of                  

Rs. 478.4 Million (With Pass through

Grant) and Rs. 111.5 Million (Without

Pass through Grant) marking a step

towards its sustainable growth. FMC has

worked with multiple ministries of the

Government of India and state

governments in the area of policy and

capacity building. Our resolve to carve a

niche for ourselves has been further

strengthened by our growth strategy

under the valuable guidance of our

eminent Board of Trustees. This

enhances our ability to scale up the

impact in sustainable development by

enhancing the competitiveness of Micro

and Small industries. The mix of national

and international projects fits well with

the intended strategy to continue

focusing nationally & provide support to

the developing economies.

F I N A N C I A L  S U M M A R Y
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I n  R s .  M i l l i o n  ( W i t h o u t  
P a s s  t h r o u g h  G r a n t )

Historical Journey (Last Six Financial Years)

I N  R S .  M I L L I O N
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Turnover (With Pass through Grant) Turnover (Without Pass through Grant)



P R O G R A M S  &  I N T E R V E N T I O N S

Historically acknowledged as a pioneer organisation in clusters & value chain development, we have

provided high-quality services in training, research, and implementation since inception. FMC has over

the years created a niche in promoting sustainable development, enterprise promotion and eco-system

strengthening. Sectorally also, FMC has a good experience of textile, handicraft, bamboo, coir, foundry,

pharmaceuticals, sports goods and digital technology.

In one of our major ongoing projects, which is funded by the European Union and SAARC Development

Fund, we are working on the promotion of sustainable bamboo and thereby creating green jobs. We are

working on supporting initiatives for building resilience to help local communities, especially women

entrepreneurs for the promotion of a green economy, sustainable growth, economic prosperity, and

poverty reduction along with mitigation of climate change.

We are also working very closely with the Ministry of MSMEs and have supported 45 traditional

clusters under SFURTI Scheme as Technical Agency. We are also working as Nodal Agency in 30

clusters. The SFURTI scheme aims at rejuvenating the traditional industries through cluster

development approach.

We are also working to enhance income and create suitable infrastructure for women handloom

weavers in two Districts in Assam through identifying new market linkages, capacitating weavers in

new designs, creating common infrastructure & market promotion initiatives and forming a Producer

Company owned and managed by women weavers. Through this intervention, we aim to benefit 200

women weavers and hence help them create avenues to enhance their income where they were not

selling any products prior to the intervention, but using their skills for self-consumption only.

In our other current programs, we are also working with state livelihood missions in Bihar and

Jharkhand and have partnered with the FMC to unlock new business opportunities for handlooms and

Sikki (a type of grass) based producers by designing and implementing development initiatives that are

contemporary markets led.

We are also strengthening a digital platform let's startup (www.letsstartup.net) to help build a one-stop

information repository for the startup eco-system of Delhi-NCR. The Startups will be able to enroll

themselves for linking up with potential investors, bankers, and government departments for potential

funding or schematic grant opportunities. It also enables market showcasing through virtual exhibition

platform, listing and describing their innovation/products on the platform. This provides knowledge

repository on the registration process, patenting process and technology knowhow.

P A G E  8
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SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION AND 
PRODUCTION

Promote Bamboo MSME Clusters for Sustainable Development
A project funded by European Commission – In collaboration with Small Industries 
Development Bank of India (SIDBI), Copenhagen Business School (CBS) and 
Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA)

India is the second largest bamboo-producing country

in Asia, covering an area of four million hectares with

136 species. However, here, bamboo is still

substantively used either for making locally used

woven items or in scaffolding, both being low- value-

added products. On the other hand, China, which is the

largest producer of bamboo, its products include

bamboo shoots, woven and non- woven bamboo

products, bamboo boards, bamboo flooring, daily

kitchenware, furniture, fiber products, charcoal,

beverages and bamboo-based paper, etc.

P A G E  9
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Awareness and capacities of bamboo-based micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).

Supply chain linkages of the bamboo based MSMEs and target markets;

Local organizational capacities including lack of support stakeholders including business

development service providers (BDSPs) and other forward and backward linkage providers; and

Access to finance.

With such a diversified range of value-adding options, in China, the bamboo sector supports the
employment of an estimated 10 million better paid persons, against 3 million persons in India and
contributes to its GDP by almost 10 times that of Indian bamboo-based output. This project
contributes toward addressing the gaps in the bamboo sector at the micro, meso and macro level
through a multi-stakeholder partnership and in active collaboration with the policymakers.

The four main problems that the project helps tackle are lack of
1.

2.

3.

4.

Ms. Sumita Debnath Artisan from
Charilam, Tripura



Bamboo Scientific Harvesting 
Training in Odisha

Ms. Zothanpari Artisan from
Mizoram

Achievements in the FY 2021-22

Enterprises Started/Expanded: 893

Women Enterprises:  674

Employment Generated (estimated): 2717

Women Employment Generated (estimated)            1085

Market Created (Rs. Million) 66.48

Skill Development: 741

Social Security Covered: 934

Loans mobilized for MSMEs (Rs. Millions)  100.067

Usage of Bamboo Enabled (In Tonnes) 457

Carbon Emission (Avoided or Reduced) (In Tonnes) 823

This project aims to demonstrate the success of integrated local development models by
strengthening the capacities of key stakeholder groups across the value chains, extending primarily
to the national markets.

The knowledge and delivery capacities of local financial institutions is being strengthened to
promote financing. Finally, the Action engages with the policymakers and development institutions
to build and replicate integrated and inclusive models of local development.

The project is to promote bamboo as a sustainable resource by creating/ upgrading sustainable
enterprises and generating green jobs. The project is designed to help the local communities,
especially women entrepreneurs and other stakeholders collaborate for the promotion of a green
economy, sustainable growth, economic prosperity, and poverty reduction along with mitigation of
climate change.

P A G E  1 0
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The project has now completed four years of implementation. During the fourth year, we
witnessed success in terms of new enterprise creation, livelihoods impacted, linkages with
Business Development Service Providers and achievement of targets for supporting sustainable
production. The linkages with the contemporary market that were done in 2020-21 led to an
increase in incomes of a substantial number of enterprises in the year 2021-22 assessed on the
basis of various case studies. However, with the extension of the Action period till October 31,
2022, all the outcomes, outputs and activities will be optimally concluded.

 
In the last 4 years, the project has supported/strengthened 2217 enterprises up till March 2022 of
1788 are women-owned enterprises that are around 81% of the total enterprises
supported/strengthened. The total employment generated by these units is about 5500 out of
which 3581 are for women. Since the products developed were aimed at contemporary markets,
they required a higher amount of working capital and investments in tools and machinery. The
project was supposed to achieve a market linkage of Euro 3.53 million which is about Rs 25.06 Cr
out of which the project has achieved Rs 18.29 Cr. In addition to these achievements, the project
has worked on various policy-level discussions with the state governments, the national
government including the NITI Aayog, State bamboo missions, District Industry Centres and
National bamboo mission etc. The project signed an MOU with the Government of Meghalaya for
the upliftment of the bamboo industry in the state. Moreover, 13 sub-groups were made for
devising a plan/roadmap for the bamboo sector’s development for NITI Aayog. A policy note
containing recommendations was made on support required by industrial enterprises post covid
which was shared with various stakeholders including ministries of the Government of India and
various state departments.

P A G E  1 1
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Poverty in India is still widespread, with more than 29.8 per cent population below the poverty
line. The majority of them dwell in the forest which covers around 23.02 per cent of the total land
area of the country. Bamboo constitutes around 12.8 per cent of the total forest area which
amounts to 14,000,000 hectares. However, despite the rich bamboo resources, with about 22
genera and 136 species which is next to China in terms of variety and richness in the world, the
sector suffers from low per hectare produce as well as insufficient utilization of the natural
resource.
  
This project proposes a bamboo-based integrated development model by creating opportunities
across harvesting to production and then marketing. The development model is based on the
identification of key stakeholders and their key challenges across the value chain. The creation of
sustainable high-value economic opportunities will directly improve the quality of life of farmers,
artisans, micro & small enterprises, designers, traders and exporters. 

This Project targets to promote livelihood options of 1000 farmers/artisans/
workers/entrepreneurs in the bamboo clusters of Dumka (Jharkhand) and Ribhoi (Meghalaya) and
enhance their income levels by 50 per cent. As a Technical Advisor (TA), FMC is also providing a
business plan for the formation of the Common Facility Centres, new design development,
learning material, market linkages, technical inputs for bamboo treatment and hand holding
support to similar projects in Afghanistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Nepal.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AMONG SAARC 
COUNTRIES

Promoting Integrated Bamboo Based Enterprise Development among SAARC 
Countries (India, Bhutan, Nepal, Afghanistan & Bangladesh)
A project funded by SAARC Development Fund and NABARD

P A G E  1 2
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CFC at Dumka (Jharkhand)



In the year 2021-22; 2 CFCs equipped with high-end machinery and started offering value-added
services; like a supply of raw materials, treatment, dyeing/colouring, shorting, grading, packaging
and sales, and are being availed by a total of 550 artisans (350 and 200 artisans of Dumka and Ri-
bhoi cluster respectively). Quality/ durability of products improved significantly and there by
leading to 30% better price realisation.

 210 farmers and artisans were trained in the scientific way of the bamboo plantation, better
harvesting practices, bamboo shoot processing and post-harvesting practices like seasoning,
grading and sorting, as against the target of 300. 
33 master artisans were trained against the target of 15, who in turn trained 762 artisans
(against the target of 600 artisans) in the areas related to housing and construction, Furniture,
handicrafts and lifestyle products. 
75 new designs/ prototypes (completely new) of handicrafts, lifestyle products and furniture
are developed and another 70 new designs with partial modifications done. 
A total of 230 artisans of both the clusters had been exposed to local and regional markets to
try out the newly developed products along with products made out of the bamboo shoots as
against the target of market exposure of 60 artisans. Market orders worth INR 87 lakhs
executed by cluster artisans for these new products.

So far, 75 per cent of training programmes had been completed.

In Jharkhand Dumka Cluster, 350 artisans had more sustainable bamboo-based livelihood and
their income level increased by 50% and In Ri-bhoi Cluster, the income enhanced is 30%. Two
Local CFC facilitating agencies capacitated to help and support the SPVs to reach out to another
1000 artisans/ workers.

Bamboo Plantation and Management Practices

P A G E  1 3
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Why SFURTI

Artisans require quality infrastructure support to meet customer expectations, survive in a

competitive market and be ready for export by absorbing technology balance. Though the

Government of India introduced many schemes like PMEGP, CLCSS, and TUFS for individual

enterprise development, however, a specific approach to infrastructure creation for groups of

artisans and enterprises was required to promote group-based entrepreneurship and bringing

market-fit products from existing enterprises. Thus, to fill infrastructure gaps related to

processing, design development, skill upgradation, and to make artisan fraternity more

competitive that bring in the economies of scale through a cluster-based approach, the Ministry

of MSME, Government of India initiated SFURTI Scheme in the year 2009, which was revised

subsequently in the year2014 to make it more beneficiary friendly.

Roles of FMC 

FMC as a Technical Agency provides close handholding and implementation support under the

SFURTI scheme. The responsibilities include preparation and validation of Detailed Project

Report (DPR) of clusters, conducting training of the Cluster Development Executives (CDEs) and

other officials of the Implementing Agencies (IAs), training, market promotion, and creation of

CFC and regular monitoring of the cluster to the respective field office of Nodal Agencies.

REJUVENATING 
TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES

Strengthening Livelihoods in Traditional Industries by setting up Common 
Infrastructure, FMC as Technical Agency and Nodal Agency
A project funded by SFURTI Scheme, Ministry of MSME

F M C  |  A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 2 1 - 2 2
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FMC facilitated the creation of fifteen Common
Facility Centers (CFCs) till 2021 and 25 more are
under various stages of implementation. These
established CFCs support 9000 artisans in areas
related to Khadi, coir, woodcraft, Stone Carving,
food processing and jewellery, and block printing. In
the Financial Year 2021-22, due to the impact of the
Pandemic in the first half of the financial year, only 6
CFCs were made functional, in the sectors like stone
carving, coir and block printing providing support to
2500 artisans.

Hudli Khadi Cluster

https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf


FMC as Nodal Agency extends all support required to Technical Agency (TAs) and

Implementing Agencies (IAs) for the implementation of the scheme for promoting Clusters. As

Nodal agency we do an appraisal of DPRs received from TAs establishing the project viability,

output, outcomes, impact, and sustainability; apart from this as Nodal Agency we also do

programme fund management and ensure timely disbursement of funds to the IAs and to

ensure time bound completion of projects.

In the year 2021-22, under the SFURTI NA project, 11 CFCs were made functional providing

support to 9000 artisans in sectors like handicrafts, handlooms, food processing, jewellery,

floriculture, wood carving, apparel and dry fish processing.

Impact of projects (both FMC as NA and TA) at the Macro level 

Both the projects help artisans improve their income from 20 to 40% and increase their product

range and turnover between 30 to 40% in two years. The projects also encourage artisans to

opt for direct marketing wherever feasible with the help of respective SPVs, thus the reducing

the role of exploitative middle-men & traders in specific cases.

F M C  |  A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 2 1 - 2 2
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USE OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY UNDER 
SFURTI INTERVENTION

Before SFURTI Project
Hand Embroidery with wooden or plastic
hoops or rings
The process of hand embroidery is a tough and
time taking one. The artist initially traces the
design on the fabric by hand. She then uses
carbon paper to trace the same design on the
number of garments as per the order. 

On an average, artisans can stitch 5 to 6 hand
embroidery products and earn Rs. 200 per day.

Name of the Cluster: Bidar Readymade Garments Cluster
Location: Bidar, Karnataka  

Artisan Name: Rupali 

After SFURTI Project
Use of Digital 12 Head Embroidery Sewing
Machine
Machine Embroidery is computer generated.
Pre-made patterns are imputed into a
computer program that controls the stitching
on the embroidery machine. All designs are
uniform in their stitches and the products look
exactly the same, with no variations. 

On an average, artisans can stitch 12 to 15
embroidery products per day and can earn up
to Rs. 500. 

Rupali Speaks 
Earlier I could be able to make 3 to 4 embroidery products, and on an average used to get Rs. 40
per piece, but now by using digital embroidery machine, my earnings per day gone up to Rs. 300
by making 6 to 8 pieces. I used to suffer from back pain while doing manual embroidery, which
is now mitigated, thanks to mechanization. 

Products with complex embroidery designs 
made of digital technology 

Products made of hand with poor 
quality 

https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
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INTRODUCTION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 
UNDER SFURTI INTERVENTION

Before SFURTI Project
Handmade Casting 
“Handmade Casting” its item must be
fabricated from raw metal by a jewelry artisan,
using only tools that are controlled by hand.
The lost art of jewelry making fine handmade
jewelry requires highly skilled labor to
manually control tools and to transform
precious metals and gemstones into works of
art.

On an average an artisan can get Rs. 60 to 70
per piece of casting and not more than 5 to 8
pieces can be made through manual method. 

Name of the Cluster: Vizianagaram Gold Jewellery Cluster
Location: Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh    

Old Machinery & hand 
tools for casting

After SFURTI Project
Casting & 3D Printing
Mechanized Casting involves a design being
created in a jewelry CAD program. This design
is then sent to a 3D printer where a wax or
resin model containing multiple versions of the
same design or similar are printed. It is a quick
and economical method, especially when the
same mould is used in the production of many
pieces (Mass Production). 

With introduction of new technology in
casting, at least 50 artisans dealing with
casting have started earning Rs. 600 to 800
per day.    

New  casting with 3 D 
printing technology

Products made of 
hand casting

New Products (Wax 
Modules) made of 

mechanized casting 

Comments by G. Adinarayana, Artisan of Vizianagaram Gold
Jewelry 
Post-pandemic my income has gone down drastically due to poor
sales coupled with low-quality handmade casted products. With
the induction of a 3D casting machine in CFC, I am now earning
Rs. 800 per day, in the last six months, as I could double the
production with improved quality 3 D products, which have good
market demand. 

https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
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https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
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PRODUCT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 
JACQUARD UNDER SFURTI INTERVENTION 

Taking more time in weaving 
Limited Designs and colour Parten  

Before SFURTI Project
Create Patterned Cloth Manually
Before the Jacquard system, a weaver's
assistant (known as a draw boy) had to sit atop
a loom and manually raise and lower its warp
threads to create patterned cloth. This was a
slow and laborious process.

Name of the Cluster: Amarchinta Handloom Cluster
Location: Amarchinta, Wanaparthy Dist., Telangana

(Non-Jacquard Loom)

After SFURTI Project
Create Patterned Cloth with Jacquard
The Jacquard head on the loom enables the
control of individual warp threads using cards
punched with holes. The reason that the
Jacquard loom was an important invention was
that it enables the weaver to create large
pattern repeats. It also means that complex,
elaborate patterns can be created. 

(Punch cards in use on a Jacquard loom)

Designer explaining making of heavy 
design sarees using Jacquard 

Designer explaining use of Jacquard

https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
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PRODUCT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 
JACQUARD UNDER SFURTI INTERVENTION 
Name of the Cluster: Amarchinta Handloom Cluster
Location: Amarchinta, Wanaparthy Dist., Telangana

Anjamma, the artisan from Amarchinta
Before SFURTI project, we used to make plain or
limited design sarees, and their price range is Rs.
4000 to Rs. 5000 and our income per saree is Rs.
400 to 500. However after distrbution of
Jacquards and training by designer, we started
making complex design bridal sarees, whose price
ranges from Rs. 10000 to Rs. 15000. Our income
per saree is now between Rs. 1000 to 1500.
Now I am confident of marketing on my own and
planning to start my own outlet. 

Complex Designs and patterns made on Jacquard 

https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf
https://www.kviconline.gov.in/sfurti/jsp/Updated%20SFURTI%20WEB%20Separated/44.pdf


Indian handloom industry is one of the oldest cottage
industries, with unique artistry which is nationally
cherished and globally valued for hand spinning, weaving,
and printing class. It is the second largest employment
provider after agriculture directly engaging 31.44 lakh
handloom workers' households of which 87% are in rural
areas. In Jharkhand, handloom weaving is found in 10 out
of 24 districts counting 16478 handloom workers'
households. The weavers largely belong to the OBC
category (68%) and most of them belong to the
economically marginalized category. Sixty-six per cent of
these weaver households earn below Rs. 5000 per month
and 26 per cent earn between Rs. 5000- 10000 per
month, thus most of them live on a subsistence level not
even matching to earn the minimum wages of unskilled
workers, despite doing highly skilled job work.
 
Despite various advantages, such as second highest
employment giver after agriculture, cherishing culture and
aesthetic values, handloom is fast losing its flare, as the
new generation of artisans does not find it lucrative
enough to continue with the weaving as an economic
activity. One of the biggest challenges is the lack of
appropriate participation of private investors in the value
chain. The policies need to be aligned appropriately
towards market-led competitive growth of handloom
having the potential to transform the traditional industry
through better-designed products, ensure
standardization, and ensure quality while simultaneously
retaining the traditionality that is valued nationally and
globally.

DEVELOPMENT OF HANDLOOM 
CLUSTERS IN JHARKHAND

A project as Technical Support Agency 
under National Rural Economic Transformation Project (NRETP)

PAGE 20
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Weaving in Simdega as AOE

Weaving in Khunti through WCS

Denting by artisan in Godda



The Project of Development of Handloom Clusters under
the National Rural Economic Transformation Project
(NRETP) is in the process of implementation through the
Jharkhand State Livelihoods Promotion Society (JSLPS)
with a goal to revive and develop handloom clusters
across four districts, viz., Godda, Shahebganj, Khunti and
Simdega by demonstrating a model of market-led
community-based enterprise development through
Producer’s Collectives.
 
FMC after competing in the open tendering process
competing with big agencies successfully bagged the
assignment and Technical Support Agency (TSA) for the
implementation of the project. FMC will act as a Technical
Agency to JSLPS’s across all the four districtsviz., Godda,
Sahebganj, Khunti and Simdega and provide support to
demonstrate the development of handloom cluster
through the development of Community based
Enterprise, provide technical assistance in the
development of new design and product development
and most importantly market linkage. The project started
in February 2022 and FMC has submitted the diagnostic
study report (DSR) to JSLPS for approval. The DSR
submitted contained a detailed intervention plan to
support soft interventions for skill upgradation of the
artisan in new product development and marketing while
strengthening overall governance for effective
implementation, management, and operation of their
enterprise.

PAGE 2 1
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Artisan displaying products in Simdeda 
Cluster

Meeting with artisan in Bhagaiya
Cluster (Sahebganj)

Members of Weavers Cooperative Society
in Khunti during community meeting

displaying their products



DEVELOPMENT OF ART AND CRAFT 
CLUSTERS IN BIHAR
A project as Technical Support Agency 
under National Rural Economic Transformation Project (NRETP)

The Government of India through the Ministry of Rural
Development (MoRD) has been supporting State Rural
Livelihood Missions (SRLMs) for several decades. The key
focus of interventions was to help build the capacity of
artisans engaged in different sectors and link them with
financial institutions for micro-credit assistance to support
their livelihoods. In order to improve the effectiveness of
such interventions, there has been a greater focus on a
cluster-based approach and a special thrust on market-
based interventions with clear targets for enabling sales
with higher margins for the artisans.

The National Rural Economic Transformation Project (NRETP) brings this through the next phase of
the World Bank funding to the Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana- National Livelihood Mission (DAY-
NRLM). Bihar Rural Livelihoods Promotion Society (JEEVIKA) is the state Rural Livelihoods Mission
(SRLM) of Bihar and is the partner for the implementation of NRETP. The Foundation for MSME
clusters is engaged as the Technical Support Agency for the said project.

FMC is giving its technical support for end-to-end cluster development activities in the Madhubani
paint cluster and Sikki craft cluster in the Madhubani and Darbhanga districts of Bihar.

This project started in September 2021. Baseline survey of 450 artisans, a Diagnostic Study Report
and three years action plan were prepared having the following objective:

PAGE 22

Household visit during baseline survey
Darbhanga

Designer interaction during Diagnostic
Study in Madhubani

Increase productivity
Increase profitability by reducing raw material
cost
New design development and product
development 
Upgradation of existing skill set 
Exposure to best practices in art and craft
business 
Market promotion
Establishment of CFCs
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It is estimated that there are approximately 50,000 weavers present in the North Lakhimpur and

Dhemaji Districts of Assam. Despite such a high concentration of weavers, it has been found

through a quick survey organized in the clusters that income from weaving is less than 5% of

family income, and for the majority of the weavers, it is even negligible. This also underscores the

fact that these are the 2 most economically least developed districts in India as per the 2011

Census. To address this challenge, NHPC Ltd (Lower Subansiri Division) along with IRMA has

formulated an intervention which will potentially enhance the income opportunities for handloom

weavers in these 2 districts. In this regard, FMC has been selected for the proposed handloom

intervention.

The Project aims to create an additional livelihood opportunity for 200 handloom weavers and 20

embroidery artisans by creating a producer company having 220 shareholder members,

establishing common facility centre (CFC) for value-added new products creation, and ensuring

new market linkages for the Producer Company to make it sustainable.

PROMOTING LIVELIHOOD 
AUGMENTATION

Establishment of Community Enterprise for Handloom Products in Lakhimpur & 
Dhemaji Districts 
A project funded by National Hydroelectric Power Corporation (NHPC)
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Training on Dye Focused Group Meeting



As of March 2022, 20 weaver producer groups and 2 embroidery producer groups consisting of 10
members in each group have been formed having total members of 220.

Knowledge and skill set have been enhanced for 220 members through handloom best practices, SoPs,
natural dye knowhow, weaving in new yarns, new looms and most importantly creation of a new product
line as per market standard. Almost 100 weavers have contributed shareholder equity @ Rs
1,500/member for the company. In addition, 60 Weavers have also contributed 20% equity which is
equivalent to Rs 2,200 approx./member to purchase a new ‘Frame Loom’ for higher productivity and
weaving wider width fabric. So far, a market order generation worth Rs 25 lakh has been created for the
company and 20% income has been enhanced for 100+ weaver members which are a new income
generation.

For the Producer Company, Import Export License, Udyam Aadhar Registration, NHDC yarn subsidy
scheme and Government of Assam yarn subsidy scheme for 40 weavers have been leveraged. In addition,
craft mark has also been applied for the company to create a niche in the market. As part of digital market
promotion, social media handles have also been created along with the creation of a dedicated e-
commerce website for the company through other leveraging opportunities. Bank accounts, card swiping
machines and UPI scan codes have also been made available for the company which helps them to provide
better and more effective options to the clients whenever the weavers/company participate in any
exhibitions.

Larger Impact/Goal
Eventually, through this intervention, a model is being evolved for cluster creation among Own Account
Enterprises (OAEs) which can be replicated in other locations where there is a high rate of unemployment,
presence of basic skills in a particular potential trade/economic activity, particularly among women based
OAEs/local communities.

IEC Certificate
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Udyam Certificate



Case Study: Intervention is leading toward women's empowerment

Initially, there were apprehensions among family members, particularly among male members of the
family to allow women of the family to get engaged in the Project as they felt that it would hamper
their family lifestyle. However, when fellow village women saw the income potential and actual
receiving of income in their hands by weaving new products, other women got encouraged as they
realized this intervention was an opportunity for their economic independence and ultimately will
contribute to family income opportunities which can make an impact on their children’s life/education
and future. Through these additional income opportunities, their role and participation in the
decision-making process will be considered. 150 women are now making economic contribution to
the family income level.
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Focused Group Meeting

Dyeing Training Programme



Poverty-intensive clusters pre-dominantly exist

in rural areas, this reflects through the stark

difference in per capita income among rural (Rs

40,000/annum) and urban (Rs 90,000+/annum)

populations which have been reflected in

Economic Survey 2021. However, there are

pockets where urban poverty/unemployment is

present at a large scale and the same applies in

some of the urban Own Account Enterprises

(OAEs) based clusters.

To address poverty, unemployment, and limited income opportunities in some of the urban OAE-

based clusters, HCL has formulated a programme ‘Surakshit Udyam Vikas’ to promote sustainable

income/livelihood opportunities among select OAE-based clusters in Lucknow, Hyderabad, and

Bengaluru. FMC is privileged to be engaged as one of the implementing partners for these3 locations

to ensure the programme meets its objective.

CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT 
FOR MSMES

Surakhsit Udyam Vikas
A project funded by HCL Foundation 
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Training on Chikankari Work Kharda, 
Lucknow

Meeting with Lead Artisan from 
Terracotta Cluster, Chinhat, Lucknow

Under the intervention, 200 artisans have been
mobilized in these 3 locations among 5 artisanal
clusters namely Chikankari and terracotta in
Lucknow, Pochampally Handloom and Lac Bangle
in Hyderabad and leather goods cluster in
Bengaluru. The project aims to enhance capacities
of approx. 200 artisans in5 clusters which are the
Chikankari embroidery and terracotta cluster in
Lucknow, Pochampally handloom and lac bangle
clusters of Hyderabad and leather goods cluster in
Bengaluru. KYC has been completed for 90
artisans to make them fit to get loans.

In addition, a market creation worth Rs 15 lakh has been generated to showcase potential market
opportunities which have been done with their existing designs. 200 artisans have also been made
aware of government schemes, occupational health & safety etc. A dedicated B2B portal for artisans
in the name of art-hi-shan.com has been made through leveraging opportunities. 200+ craft products
have been uploaded on this digital platform.

http://www.craftclustersofindia.in/site/index.aspx?Clid=622
http://www.craftclustersofindia.in/site/index.aspx?Clid=170
https://fmc.org.in/art-hi-shan/


#1: Mr. Johnson has been a leather footwear
artisan for more than 10 years and making a
livelihood out of it. COVID had completely shut
his total income opportunities, and was on the
verge of using all his lifetime savings till the
time, the intervention reached out to him and
through his skilled workforce enabled him to
create new goods and created an income
opportunity for Rs. 3 lakh in 6 months’ time.
This has helped him to re-start his business as
he could invest some of this income as working
capital to create new samples and receive new
market orders.

Case Study: Surakshit Udyam Vikash has helped artisans to come out from poverty cycle
which was created due to COVID and making artisans aware on importance of better
Occupational, Health and Safety (OHS) practices.
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#2 Chikankari artisans of Lucknow are
unknowingly losing out on the job opportunity in
their middle age only. This is because of
improper and no care of eyes and other OHS
best practices during their Chikankari
embroidery work. Due to intricate hand-
embroidery, there is constant pressure on the
eyes and as they work for long hours without
taking a break. It was impacting their eyes and
almost (90% of the artisans) have poor eyesight
and require spectacles. During this intervention,
this has been identified and communicated to
the artisans along with showcasing certain basic
best practices like watering the eyes at regular
intervals, not working in poor illuminating
conditions, taking breaks during work etc. By
following these simple measures, many artisans
got certain benefits and expressed that their
eyes are paining less than earlier.



As per the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Delhi-NCR has 5,000+

registered startups with the department which is one of the leading registration government bodies

for startup registration. However, out of these, the majority of the startups have limited resources

and knowledge in terms of fund mobilization and market linkages. Apart from that, there are some

early stage startups also who struggle at the initial stages and require handholding support in

investment, technology, product development and market creation.

During the implementation of the first phase of the project, it was felt that there is need to establish

strong linkages with experts, incubation centres, angel investors and venture capitalists. One key

area is that the incubation centres and/or experts have a fee which needs to be paid which sometimes

is beyond the capacity of the smaller start-ups. Identifying angel investors and venture capitalists and

keeping them engaged is another area which requires strengthening. As an after effect of the COVID-

induced lockdowns, the Virtual Exhibition Platform (VEP)created in the first phase becomes very

important. The VEP can provide the much-needed market opportunities, the lack of which is making

even the established MEs fight for their survival. Going by the current pattern of new variants coming

up and varying degrees of restrictions by state and union governments, it is important to invest in

long-term structural policies such as digital and virtual promotion of business along with financial

inclusion.

INNOVATIVE TOOLS FOR MSMES
Digital innovative tools to generate and increase the income of MSMEs/startups
A project funded by Friedrich Naumann Foundation (FNF) 
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VEP Registration Form Training on Social Media for Business 
 Promotion

https://www.letsstartup.net/vep-registration/


Larger Impact: To create a one-stop startup eco-system platform through lets startup and
aggregation of the eco-system

To create a platform through lets startup website (www.letsstartup.net) which becomes a one-stop
repository platform for the entire startup eco-system of Delhi-NCR where Startups can enroll for
linking up with potential investors, buyers, bankers and government departments for potential
funding or schematic grant opportunities. It also enables market showcasing through virtual
exhibition platform, listing and describing their innovation/products on the platform. This provides
knowledge repository on the registration process, patenting process and technology know-how.
Eventually, it aggregates and organises startups of the region under one technology umbrella
through an aggregator association/institutions.
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 A database of 195 BMOs, 122 Incubation centre & 62 Start-up units were created under the
project.
 MOU with 10 start-up units & 5 incubation centres was done under the project.
 A website has been developed “Let’s Start-Up” to promote innovative start-ups and green
business ideas on a national and global level
 Quick business plan has been prepared for 13 start-up products  
 OHS module prepared to help SMEs in taking steps to protect workers from COVID-19 by
educating their staff about preventive measures.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

https://www.letsstartup.net/


Identification of MSMEs unit/Association in the target Location
Schedule of event/intervention at the beneficiary place
Execution of event at the planned date
Documentation & Reporting

The Micro, Small & Medium enterprises (MSMEs) is one of the most vital sectors of any economy in
general and India in particular, in ensuring equitable, inclusive & employment-friendly economic growth.
The strong influence on the economy in the MSME sector is important, which also reflects its potential to
contribute positively towards a low carbon and more climate resilient Indian economy. However, there are
several initiatives undertaken to address the problem and these initiatives have not been able to reach out
to maximum enterprises. The reasons are multiple. At the enterprise level, (i) lack of access to customized
information support, (ii) best practices and (iii) clear business case for technology up-gradation have been
the primary reasons for a limited outreach. Non-availability of targeted credit assistance for improved
energy efficiency, better work practices, and achievement of environmental compliances have further
prevented problem alleviation at a scale. At the institutional level, (i) the lack of a suitable methodology for
providing aggregated and (ii) coordinated support to the micro and small enterprises (MSEs) have
hampered in order to scaling up in a systematic manner. Limited support from often weak BMOs is the
second major factor.

The objective of the project “YES! to Sustainable MSMEs” is to target and enhance the competitiveness of
less sustainable MSME Clusters together with reduced environmental and social impact to become
sustainable by embedding wider economic, social and environmental objectives.

The methodology adopted for carrying out intervention
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Sustainable MSMEs with Reduced 

Environmental and Social Impact
Yes! to Sustainable MSMEs
A project funded by Yes Foundation

Walk through Energy Audit in Sonepat Health Camp organized  for MSMEs 
in Ludhiana



Activity Total Units No. of units

  (Proposed) (Actual)

Sensitization 
Workshop

1.
50 50

2. Walk through
  Energy Audit

100 100

3. Health Camp 15 15

4. Safety-
  First Aid & Safety 

Training
15 15

5. EHS Plus
  Consultative Meeting

723 723

In this project, we successfully conducted 50 sensitization workshops. Sensitization workshops
were organized as per the requirement of industry associations to promote Energy conservation,
financial schemes, OHS, etc. or any other specific topic as per the present requirement of
MSMEs. 1318 beneficiaries reached out through the sensitization workshops and were sensitized
on Energy Efficiency, OHS & any other topics delivered in workshops for their benefit. Energy
efficiency and better OHS conditions would lead to sustainable and marketable production.

We successfully conducted 100 walk-through energy audit during the project. Walk through
Energy Audit conducted at Individual premises of MSMEs & informed them about potential
Energy Conservation opportunities available in their machinery/equipment and helped in the
implementation of Energy Efficiency measures. 100 MSMEs units received the benefits of Walk
through energy audit & annual energy savings potential, average of 17% per MSME has been
created. The potential energy efficiency opportunities had been identified in MSMEs which
helped in reducing the energy cost of production.

 

Target Numbers of Intervention  & Achieved Details
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First Aid & Safety Training in Ludhiana



We had successfully conducted  15 First Aid & Safety Trainings.  First Aid & Safety trainings were
conducted for the benefit of the workers of MSMEs with their Institutes, wherein the trainers
provided knowledge and awareness about basic first aid and safety and its equipment which is to
be followed while working on the machine. 764 workers from the MSMEs units trained in basic
first Aid & Safety which is necessary in the workplace or in general. Increase in productivity, lower
maintenance/repair cost and increase in profit.

We successfully organized 15 Health Camps during the project. Health camps were organized for
health assessment of workers of MSMEs to promote awareness about the need for better health
status and health standards while working. 764 workers from the MSMEs received the benefit
from health check-up camps. Adoption of better occupational health and safety practices by
MSMEs and awareness about the need for the OHS in the industrial workplace.

We successfully executed 723 Consultative Meetings during the project. EHS plus Consultative
Meetings executed with a single MSME unit. Expert visited each enterprise and briefed the
management/owner/proprietor of the MSME unit about the initiative of YES Foundation. The
expert explained to them about energy efficiency, lean manufacturing, government scheme & OHS
etc. Expert consultation provided to 723 individual MSMEs on Energy efficiency/Lean/cleaner
production/OHS etc. Awareness level increased and indicators for better production would be
monitored.
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Sensitization Workshop in AmritsarEHS Consultative Meeting in Ludhiana
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FMC had undertaken a market research study to understand the challenges and opportunities of the

medical devices industry and its eco system in India and draw out a plan to “Boost Medical Device

Sector by Intervention of Government Support in India”. The study was assigned to FMC by the

Department of Pharmaceuticals (DoP) under the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, Government

of India. The study had been completed by the FMC and submitted the report to the Department of

Pharmaceuticals on 31st March 2021. FMC has continued to provide further inputs to the

Department of Pharmaceuticals with further research input to help the department finalize national

policy for medical devices and boost its production in India, currently dependent on imports.

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

To Boost Medical Device Sector by Intervention of Government support 
in India
A project funded by Department of Pharmaceuticals (DoP)
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"Indian MSMEs is concentrated

around geographical locations

called clusters. It is estimated that

at least 70% of MSMEs are situated

in clusters. FMC has created a

portal called

“www.clusterobservatory.in"

The Cluster Observatory caters to the
needs of a wide category of audiences
ranging from policymakers, donors,
development institutions, cluster
practitioners, research institutions,
financial institutions, etc. It provides
information on the presence of different
typologies of clusters and their basic
status. It also provides information about
the interventions undertaken by different
agencies in the clusters and schemes that
support MSMEs and Business
Membership Organisation (BMO) that
promote MSMEs.

CLUSTEROBSERVATORY.IN

INDIA’S FIRST 
COMPREHENSIVE
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https://www.clusterobservatory.in/


TOGETHER AS A TEAM
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STATUTORY
AUDITOR'S REPORT

ATTACHED
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G o t  a n y  Q u e s t i o n s ?

20
21

-2
2

Don't be shy! E-mail us at 

info@msmefoundation.org

F M C  M I C R O  S I T E S

http://www.clusterobservatory.in/

https://www.bmoawards.org.in/

https://fmc.org.in/art-hi-shan/

https://www.sfurti.fmc.org.in/

https://www.letsstartup.net/


